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As we were going to press, I had just got off 
the phone from the owner of the K50-004 
that is now in production at the yard. John 
from Boston MA, has now, for the first time, 
sailed a Kraken 50 in Istanbul and he is a 
very happy man (see the photo above). 

To quote John: “Everything we researched 
about the Kraken 50 told us she was the 
perfect way for us to realise our dream of 
sailing the world in a new ocean-capable 
yacht. Due to the Covid travel restrictions, 
we were unable to go to Hong Kong to 
sail on Seneca, the K50 owned by David 
Wilkinson. Having visited the yard in Tuzla 
Istanbul and after carefully evaluating all 
the Kraken team could tell us, we decided 
to take a chance and go ahead. I now know 
this was the best decision we could have 
made, the K50 is everything and more Dick 
promised she would be.”

“The Turkish craftsmanship is impeccable 
and I believe Kraken’s carefully considered 
design and purposeful build specification 
exceeds all the other ocean-capable brands 
we looked at,” added John.

“We experienced conditions from 4-21 
knots realizing 4-8 knots boat speed.  As 
the winds rose, Sofia Marie just powered on, 
smoothly accelerating and giving no hint of 
any disquiet. With winds in the 20’s I could 
tell this boat was just getting started which 
was immensely reassuring.”

Sofia Marie, the K50-003, has now hosted 
sailors from around the world.  Whether she 
was sailing in light winds of 6 or 7 knots 

in which she made 4-5kts, or shrugging 
off a howling Meltemi wind of 35-40kts 
as she charged ahead at full hull speed 
of over 9kts, as she did with Ram and his 
friends from Israel onboard. It’s clear she is 
everything we hoped she would be, and as 
John said, more.

Sofia Marie will be handed over to her 
owners on the 22nd August and will be 
available for demonstration sails and 
viewings in Tuzla until then. Please contact 
us to make an appointment at the email 
below:

sales@krakenyachts.com

By Dick Beaumont - Chairman and Founder of Ocean Sailor Magazine and Kraken Yachts

From The Pulpit

Ocean Sailor Magazine | From the pulpit

This is one awesome yacht.”
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Congratulations for producing another 
outstanding Ocean Sailor, it gets better 
every month!!”

- Kevin Anthony Savitt, SAILTEC USA

Can we see some more interior shots 
of the Kraken 50 please, maybe a 
walkthrough video?”

- Andy Alford, adyalford.com

Hi Andy. Your wish is our command: 
Please see this month’s Birth of a Blue 
Water Yacht and the walkthrough 
video of the interior will be out on 
our YouTube channel next week, 7th 
August latest. We’ll keep you informed.

Constrictor knot acceptance speech:”
😢OMG, OMG, I can’t believe this is 
happening to me. Knot of the month is a 
dream come through for me.

I know I can be a harsh 😡 knot 
sometimes impossible to untie once 
tightened but I really hold strong and 
always do my best.

I wouldn’t be here without the help of 
the clove hitch, and my mother the cross 
constrictor knot, thank you, thank you 
🙏

Thanks also to everyone who voted for 
me and of course to the AOK - Academy 
of Knots for the initial nomination 
and @oceansailormagazine for giving 
me this award. I will strive better and 
become a double constrictor knot next 
year. Thank you all 🙏🙏🙏😍😘
”

- Sailortribe, Instagram

🤣🤣🤪 Wow, brilliant, a life-changing 
event for the lowly constrictor knot🏅!? 
Constrictor knot gets an Olympic
Gold 🏅

Congratulations to the Kraken team, 
hull no 3 is stunning as you would 
expect :)”

- David Wilkinson owner of Seneca
   the first Kaken 50

Feels like a home but giving you 
freedom of movement😊”

- Agathasiemaszko

😂 love the caricatures for Ocean Sailor 
Podcast 👏”

- Iantobellis

Beautiful yacht”

- S L Lam & Company

Exquisite”

- Otunba Victor Babalola

All at Ocean Sailor and Kraken Yachts would love to hear your 
comments, questions or point of view. We’ll publish a selection 

of comments in this section. To have your say please email us at 
hello@oceansailormagazine.com
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An interior walk through of

  | Birth of a blue water yacht

The Birth Of A Blue Water Yacht

The Kraken 50 
Sofia Marie
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This month we can illustrate the elegance 
of our brand new interior design concept. 
Donna Maree, our new interior designer, 
has worked tirelessly with the Kraken 
team to deliver an interior that provides 
timeless styling combined with the 
essential functionality a true blue water 
yacht needs. The fine craftsmanship of our 
Turkish carpentry team combined with the 
hand-selected hardwood solid timbers used 
throughout the yacht stands unrivalled 
with any yacht in production today.

Saloon
The Kraken 50 saloon is designed to strike 
the perfect balance between volume, 
comfort, storage and safety. The large 
wrap-around windows of the saloon allow 
maximum visibility and natural light 
throughout. The settee table can be dropped 
to create a large double berth.

There are two large hatches in the saloon 
cabin deckhead which provide light and 
essential ventilation. The port side hatch is 
aligned to enable the navigator to see the 
foresail, mainsail and mast while seated at 
the navigation station.

  | Birth of a blue water yachtPage 5



Saloon
At the raised navigation station, crews 
can carry out watches in the comfort and 
warmth of the saloon while having easy and 
quick access to the cockpit and sail controls. 
This position provides panoramic views 
through the wrap-around saloon windows 

There is a heated hanging locker near 
the companionway for wet deck gear and 
lifejackets so they can be removed and hung 
to dry, rather than trailing water across 
the floors and into the cabins and onto bed 
linen. Life jackets are then to hand for all 
crew whenever needed. 

in a 300-degree arc around the vessel. It 
also allows an excellent uninterrupted 
view forward since the eye height of the 
navigator is only 10-12inches (25-30cm) 
above the deck, so the watch will have a 
clear view forward underneath the foresails. 
It’s the perfect place to carry out a watch in 
cold and inclement weather.

  | Birth of a blue water yachtPage 6



  | Birth of a blue water yacht

The master cabin is a beautiful combination 
of elegant modern design and pure 
practicality for ocean voyaging and living 
onboard. There are four large portlights, 
two large opening deck hatches, and a 
forward opening portlight to provide 
light and ventilation. Carefully selected 
upholstery compliments the client’s choice 
of cherry timbers and veneers. 

Large hanging wardrobes on each side 
of the cabin provide huge storage and 
locker space that is so necessary for a true 
voyaging yacht. There is additional stowage 
in the drawers at the foot of the berth, 
side tables and a large locker under the 
starboard portlight.

The berth base can also be lifted to reveal 
even more storage bins behind the drawers

Master Cabin
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  | Birth of a blue water yacht

Low-level lighting adds aesthetic appeal 
throughout the yacht and allows crews to 
move safely throughout the yacht at night 
without turning on main lighting and 
disturbing sleeping crew.

This close-up shot of the top of a side table 
with the carefully built fiddle rail and fabric 
insert illustrates the skills of our Turkish 
craftsmen.

Master Cabin
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  | Birth of a blue water yacht

The heads on the Kraken 50 are well sized and include HI-MACS 
sinks and vanity tops with integrated fiddle rail. 

Below the cabin sole, large volume black and grey water tanks 
extend time in port whilst conforming to expected changes in 
port regulations worldwide.

Comfortably sized walk-in showers make living aboard a 
pleasure. The drench ‘rain’ showers installed on the K50 are a 
feature rarely found on other yachts.

Master Head
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  | Birth of a blue water yacht

A blue water yacht’s galley must be 
practical and comfortable to cook in and 
easy to clean. In the K50 galley, the crew 
can wedge themselves securely when 
the vessel is heeled, leaving both hands 
free to prepare food and work. There is 
high volume storage space in the galley 
cupboards and drawers and even in the 
bilge space below the cabin sole. 

Note the electric gimballed cooker and hob, 
which is standard. There are no high-risk 
gas appliances on a Kraken yacht.  

Two large Vitro Frigo stainless steel pull 
out drawer fridges are found on the inboard 
side of the galley. A deep drawer freezer is 
located on the outboard side.

There is a large stainless steel sink and two 
waste bins, plus an organic waste bin which 
includes a removable box that can be taken 
on deck to throw overboard when in waters 
that allow. In the photograph, you will also 
notice the built-in mug holder. The larger 
general waste bin has a flip lid so it can be 
changed easily.

Galley
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  | Birth of a blue water yacht

The large walk-in engine and equipment 
room is a unique feature of every
Kraken yacht.

Access to all the main onboard equipment 
for service and repair should be of vital 
importance to all blue water voyaging 
sailors, we are sure no comparison can be 
found in any yacht of this size.

The engine room also includes an 
automatic fire suppression system (with 
manual override) and a high volume bilge 
pump (14,000 l/h) for emergency
flooding control.

The K50 fuel polishing and transfer system 
is mounted on the wall adjacent to the door 
so filters can be checked and changed
with ease.

The Yanmar engine is a dream for crew 
or contractors to work on for servicing 
or repair. All elements of the engine can 
be accessed. Above the engine is the 180 
Lt/h water maker which again is easily 
accessible.

Engine Room
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  | Birth of a blue water yacht

Sofia Marie has a 5 berth layout. All cabins 
and berths are a really good size and 
exquisitely furnished.

Forward Berths

Welcome Aboard!
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Ocean Sailor Magazine  | On Watch

The two Dicks are joined by Michelle Segrest, author of How to Battle Seasickness: 100 Tips to 
Help You Get Your Sea Legs. Seasickness can ruin a great day’s sailing and almost everyone will 
experience it at some point. Through Michelle’s extensive research we discuss  steps you can 
take to minimise the effect and talk about some of our experiences out on the high seas.

Latest Episode

Listen Now

Find out how to listen

Finding your sea legs

OCEAN        SAILOR

Podcast

Our hosts, renowned yachting 
Journalist and Ocean Sailor Editor 
Dick Durham, and Kraken Yachts 
Chairman and Founder Dick 
Beaumont, explore important blue 
water sailing topics. Each episode 
they are joined by a guest who’s 
experience or expertise offers a 
unique insight into the chosen topic. 

What is the Ocean 
Sailor Podcast?

Episode

9

Kraken Yachts on

Our video coverage of the Birth of a 
Blue Water Yacht is starting very soon. 
Check the channel to see the full video 
walkthrough of Sofia Marie the new 
Kraken 50 from the 7th August. A 360° 
video tour of the deck, cockpit and 
transom will go live on or before 21st 
August.

Click here to visit our channel

with Michelle Segrest

Do you suffer from seasickness?
With the release of Ocean Sailor Podcast episode 9, we are running a poll to see how many of our 
readers suffer from seasickness. Please click the link, right, to get involved. Please also comment 
to let us know any remedies or techniques you use to battle seasickness.

Vote Now
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Ocean Sailor Magazine  | On Watch

Ocean Sailor Podcast: Previous Episodes

EpisodeEpisode EpisodeEpisodeEpisode Episode

We are joined once again by Behan and Jamie 
Gifford of SV Totem and discuss how others 
have judged their decision to sail around the 
world with their family. We also talk about the 
real costs of cruising and how Behan and Jamie 
can help you take that first step to adventure 
with their cruiser counselling.

Part 1 - In this episode, we are joined by 
Gerry Northwood OBE who explains how, as 
Commander of the British Navy anti piracy 
contingent, they eliminated Somalian piracy in 
the North Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea.

Part 2 - We are joined again by Gerry 
Northwood OBE who details areas to avoid 
when sailing and what to do if you are captured.

Should you take a gun onboard? We are joined 
by ocean sailor Rene Tiemessen as we hear 
about his voyages through 'pirate alley' in the 
Arabian Sea and the heat goes up as they debate 
firearms on board yachts, yes or no?

53 764 8
School's Out Forever 

Part 1 & 2
Operation Ocean Shield - 

Part 1 & 2
High Noon on the High 

Seas - Part 1 & 2

Listen Now Listen Now Listen Now

The Ocean Sailor social media channels bring you the 
latest news and articles.

Our social media channels are the best place to find our latest news 
and find out what’s new. With the launch of the latest Kraken 50 
imminently, keep checking for the latest updates of her progress.

Follow us on social media
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Sailors’ Stories | A view of heaven from a seat in hell

A view of 
heaven from 
a seat in hell

Sailors’ Stories

A new documentary is being made about a solo sailor’s 76-day ordeal 
on a liferaft. Steven Callahan recalls the horror to Dick Durham.
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You’re alone, at night, there’s a gale 
blowing, you are 800 miles from dry land 
and your boat is sinking. Does a reporter 
really have to ask you how you feel?

I do, and Steven Callahan answers:

“Part of me was freaking out saying, 
‘You’re gonna die, You’re gonna die’, 
but we are multi-dimensional animals 
and another part of me was amused as 
I had a camera set up taking dramatic 
pictures. I put fear aside and focused on 
practicalities.”

It was 29th January 1984 and Steven was 
seven days out from Tenerife on passage 
to the Caribbean in his 21ft cold-moulded, 
home built sloop, Napoleon Solo, when he 
hit what he believed was a whale.

He had time to deploy his six-man liferaft, 
Rubber Ducky III, made of circular rubber 
tubes 5ft 6ins in diameter and draped with 
a canopy.

Today, at his home in Maine, USA, Steven 
has taken time off from advising a new 
documentary of his ordeal, to talk to
Ocean Sailor.

Looking back on his 76 days of hell drifting 
across the Atlantic, Steven, now 69, says: 
“The initial impact was bad. Your whole, 
old world has gone, you are completely 
disorientated. There is no room for denial 
in a situation like that, you have to come to 
grips with what is real and grasp the exact 
nature of the problem.”

And that is exactly what he did, 
concentrating on deploying a sea anchor 
to stop the raft capsizing in the heavy 
breaking seas. After two days he noticed 
two small holes in the flexing floor which 
he believed he made by sitting on his clasp 
knife when he first tumbled in. His black 
humour was put to the test again when the 
patching instructions advised ‘the repair 
must be dry’.

“I had always been an extremely persistent 
person when something failed. I would look 
at things even when they hadn’t failed and 
ask myself where was the weakest point?”

Steven’s youthful life as a wild camper and 
mountain climber had given him stamina 
and grit, while his later years’ training as a 
naval architect had ensured his capability 
in building Napoleon Solo, which he’d sailed 
across the Atlantic alone for the 1981 Mini-
Transat Race.

So, Steven used his cigarette lighter to dry 
the pinched together tears before applying 
glue, patches and even Band-Aids.

He ripped up a useless chart of the Indian 
Ocean, screwed it into balls and tossed 
them into the sea, measuring the time 
they took to drift away and deducing that, 
with the current, he was making 17 miles 
westing a day. This, he reckoned, meant 22 
days to reach the shipping lanes by which 
time his eight pints of freshwater would 
be gone. So, he hauled in the sea anchor to 
increase his drift speed.

On Day 14 he spotted a ship, but alas she 
did not spot his flare. A day later another 
ship passed by without seeing him either. 
He reckoned he had reached the shipping 
lanes, but to no purpose.

He passed through them and by Day 40 
realised, with grim humour, that this was 
the day his liferaft’s guarantee ran out.
Forty-three days out, disaster struck when 
a dorado fish fought Steven’s spear gun, 
snapping off the head of the spear and 
ripping a hole in the lower liferaft tube with 
the barb.

With just three inches of freeboard, Steven 
rolled the edges of the four-inch tear 
together and tied it up into a puckered 
mouth with twine. He then reinflated the 
raft bringing the hole up out of the water, 
but 15 minutes later it had deflated again. 
For the next two days, Steven battled to 
apply a more effective tourniquet, as sharks 
glided by noting his closer proximity to 
their world. Over the next eight days, three 
more times the patch failed and three more 
times Steven fixed it.

“My wife, Kathy, later said they should 
make a new James Bond film about my 
journey called Exceedingly Difficult
To Kill.”

Funny as that now is, at the time, Steven 
became exceedingly depressed.

Sailors’ Stories | A view of heaven from a seat in hellPage 16



“The low point was at Day 50. I came 
very, very close to giving up and dying. I 
was an incredible wreck. I went through 
all the bad decisions I had made in my 
life. I beat myself up for being terrible at 
relationships, terrible at business, but at 
my lowest ebb I fought back mentally and 
I decided to make a last-ditch attempt at 
survival.”

Still, he had to live, still, he had to fight, 
still, his battle against all the odds kept him 
distracted from despair.

Using two pencils as a makeshift ‘sextant’ 
he worked out a rough latitude from the 
horizon and the Pole Star.

“I had a view of heaven from a seat in hell,” 
Steven told me.

After 61 days he drifted into a mulch of 
trash: plastic bottles, gobbets of tar and a 
discarded fishing net within which were 
tiny crabs and shrimps which he ate by the 
mouthful.

As the colour of the ocean water became 
lighter, Callahan knew he was getting 
closer to shallow water. His 1,800 mile drift 
ended when a fishing boat off Guadeloupe 
picked him up after 76 days afloat.
 
Re-assessing his ordeal, Steven told Ocean 
Sailor that the important lesson to learn 
in such a situation is to have an idea of an 
overall goal, but to focus only on the small 
steps which will add up to it.

“Never imagine how long it will take, 
or assess how far it is you must go, just 
concentrate on the minute, then the hour.”

As we talk, I mention that Steven’s 
philosophy is rather like the Wimbledon 
final that my wife is watching on TV.

Steven, who has lectured on survival 
techniques and psychology to the US Naval 
Academy and the New York Yacht Club, 
said “There is a huge similarity between 
survival and sport. With Zen-like wisdom 
of insecurity, you deal with it piecemeal. 
When you are in the ‘zone’ or groove you 
are totally focused on the now. I learned so 
much more about myself.”

Sailors’ Stories | A view of heaven from a seat in hellPage 17



Steven’s book, originally published by 
Bantam Press in 1986, remained on the 
New York Times bestseller list for three 
months and was described by National 
Geographic Explorer as ‘One of the 100 
best adventure books of all time.’

Ocean Sailor reviewed the book in the 
December 2020 issue.

A documentary is currently in production, 
for more details see 76Days.com

ordeal. We all learned that we were a lot 
stronger and more resilient than we ever 
thought.”

David Wilkinson, the first sailor to buy a 
Kraken 50, discovered the same strength 
during his voyage aboard the Bligh Bounty 
Boat, a recreation of the 18th Century 

voyage of William Bligh aboard his 23ft 
launch with 17 castaways across 4,254 
miles of Pacific Ocean from Tofua, in the 
Friendly Islands to Timor, in the East 
Indies. We interviewed David about his 
remarkable ordeal in the July 2020 edition 
of Ocean Sailor (Click here to read the 
article).

Steven, who has worked as a consultant on 
blockbuster survival films, both of fiction 
and fact, such as The Life of Pi and In the 
Heart of the Sea, said: “I can’t recall one 
survivor who thought they could make it 
at the beginning of their experience, nor a 
single survivor who has ever regretted his 

Sailors’ Stories | A view of heaven from a seat in hellPage 18
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Technical & Equipment  | Liferaft Lessons

Liferaft 
Lessons

By Dick Durham
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Do
• Make sure that you choose a liferaft that 

matches your requirements. This should 
cover things like maximum persons on 
board, distances to be sailed, stowage 
facilities i.e. container or valise. 

• If sailing bluewater an ISO 9650 Part1 
approved raft with greater than 24hour 
equipment pack or grab bag should be 
considered. 

• Small commercial vessel coding 
regulatory requirements should be 
understood if applicable. 

• Make sure that you know how to launch 
your liferaft correctly. This includes the 
correct installation of hydrostatic release 
units.  

Ocean Safety Ltd has liferaft suppliers, service stations and liferaft hire facilities in the US, Europe and many places around the world. 
Steve Bockett, technical advisor at the Southampton-based outlet in the UK listed his key tips for Ocean Sailor readers:

• If possible do a survival training course 
(RYA Sea Survival is ideal) to allow you 
to understand what may confront you if 
required to abandon your vessel. 

• Consider adding a grab bag to your safety 
inventory. This may include things like 
extra water, warm clothing, spectacles, 
medication and 101 other things that may 
be required after rescue. 

• Make sure that your liferaft is always 
serviced by a manufacturer-approved 
service station.

Do Not 
• Attempt to stow a valise packed raft 

into a locker that it only just fits into. 
Valise rafts can and do change shape and 
expand over time. 
Editors note: All Kraken’s have a dedicated 
built in liferaft and an emergency tiller 
locker. Click here to see our previous 
article: Designing For Emergencies  

• Cut banding around containers 

• Attempt to service your raft yourself 

• Do not forget to attach the liferaft 
painter to a strong point on your vessel 
BEFORE deployment. The painter can be 
left attached in its’ stowage position. 

• Assume that you will be able to squeeze 
one more occupant into your raft. 

• Allow your liferaft to fall outside its 
recommended service interval.

Technical & Equipment  | Liferaft Lessons

Recommended liferaft launching 
points on a Kraken 50

Side Boarding Gate / Ladder

Transom Boarding
Point

Dedicated Liferaft Locker
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Matt Barr, MD, of Premium Liferaft 
Services, Europe’s biggest liferaft hire 
company, explained the ins and outs of 
liferaft purchase and hire and what to avoid 
to Ocean Sailor magazine.
 
With over 30 years of experience, he offers 
a bespoke service and has supplied a liferaft 
service for customers which can include; 
the correct prescription drugs, or specialist 
spectacles, or enhanced survival kit to suit 
customer requirements.
 
He tells me that since the Marine & 
Coastguard Agency (MCA) phased out 
all Ocean Racing Council (ORC) rafts, the 
standard is now the ISO 9650 – brought 
about following the 1998 Sydney-Hobart 
disaster which claimed six lives. None 
were down to liferaft failure he explains; 
although some sailors were lost when their 
raft flipped and they cut a slit in the bottom 
for air and then went through the hole 
when it righted.
 

Matt gave us some sound advice for buying 
a liferaft:
 
1. Buy the best you can afford because, in 

his experience of the industry, you get 
what you pay for. You can find 4 man 
liferafts for sale on eBay for under £400. 
For a 4 man liferaft you should expect to 
pay €1000, (£850, $1200 USD)  - €1750, 
(£1,500, $2,000 USD). 

2. Call a liferaft service agent and ask them 
for their advice on the best brands to 
choose from. A service agent sees all the 
different brands and should be able to 
give you good impartial advice.  

3. Matt’s phone number is below and he 
told us he is very happy to offer his 
advice to our Ocean Sailor readers. 
Essentially he will only recommend 
liferafts that he would include in his own 
liferaft hire inventory. 

4. Cheaper liferafts are a false economy 
because their service costs will be higher. 
They may be OK for one or two passages, 
but at the end of the day, if you have 
the misfortune to abandon ship and be 
sitting in one you’ll wish you had spent 
every last cent you had on it.  

5. Whether you buy, or hire, go for a top-
quality liferaft and keep it serviced.

 
Premium Liferaft Services Tel: +44 (0)1621 
784858. Email: info@liferafts.com
Premium Liferaft Services is based in 
Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex, UK
 
Dick Beaumont’s comment:
Go to a boat show, when they do eventually 
resume, and look at the various qualities of 
liferaft on offer, then imagine yourself in one 
and decide on how much you need to pay then.

Get liferaft savvy

Technical & Equipment  | Liferaft LessonsPage 21
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Sailors’ Stories | Still sailing after all these years

Still Sailing
After all these years

Dick Durham throws a centenary birthday party for his gaff-rigged 
cutter, Betty II, to commemorate her launch in 1921.

(...and so is the boat!)

Sailors’ Stories
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In the early summer of 1921 at a small 
boatyard on the banks of the Thames 
Estuary, a yacht was launched, the lines
of which had as much to do with terra 
firmaas H2O.

Her owner, Harry Smith, was a city gent 
who commuted by train to the Square Mile 
each day from his home in Leigh-on-
Sea, Essex. Before settling into the Daily 
Telegraph crossword he wanted to be able 
to see his new yacht from the carriage 
window, which meant a mooring on the 
local mudflats. 

Although the first written mention of Leigh 
is in the Domesday Book - the Norman 
census which turned us all into property-
owning obsessives - the ‘on-sea’ was 
actually added much later by a council PR 
man who wished to ignore the fact that 
Leigh is actually only on-sea for about four 
hours a day. For the rest of the time the 
village squats on mud, and Maplin Sands, to 
which it is adjoined, is the largest mudbank 
in Europe.

So, Harry Smith’s boat had to be shoal-
draught, but, as he was a keen racing man 
and flag officer of the Essex Yacht Club, 
she had to be fast, too. Smith, therefore, 
contacted the Burnham Yacht Building 
Company, at nearby Burnham-on-Crouch, 
which was making a name for turning out 
swift and pretty boats, including the Royal 
Corinthian One Design fleet raced by that 
club’s members.

Here he met his namesake, naval architect 
Harry Smith, who had designed yacht hulls 
with flat wetted sections which produced 
a new performance known as a ‘skidding’ 
hull. Such designs were much later 
plagiarised by design legend, Uffa Fox, who 
coined the term ‘planing’ hull. 

Harry’s boat was named Betty II, because 
the name had already been taken by her 
proud owner’s youngest daughter, and she 
was launched at Cole Wiggins & Wiggins 
yard in time for Southend Yachting Week. 
The event was held from the 9th-16th of 

July with HMY Britannia, sailed by King 
George V, racing for a prize of £75, sailing 
in Class A and Betty II sailed by Harry Smith, 
racing for a prize of £6, in Class C.

As the eighth owner of Betty II, I felt obliged 
to hold a centenary birthday party for her 
in our home town of Leigh-on-Sea. To that 
end, I set about tracking down previous 
owners to invite and was astonished to 
unravel a family tree whose roots could be 
traced right back to her beginnings.

Sadly, I was not in time to meet Betty 
Smith, known in the family as ‘One’, as 
she had already died some years before. 
I did however find her niece, Sheena 
Schmidtchen, who still lives locally. 
Sheena told me her Aunty Betty had many 
partners at the local yacht club dances as 
she was quite a mover. This seemed an apt 
description of the boat, too.
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Betty II’s next owner was the late Ralph 
Mountstephens, who cruised her, without 
an engine, to Holland, Belgium and France 
with his wife and two sons. I was able to 
track down one of Ralph’s sons, Neal, 
who now lives in Lymington, Hampshire 
where he still sails. He sent me a sketch 
of the boat’s original layout and said she 
was always known as ‘The Betty’ in their 
household.

Next came a sailmaker, the late Stan 
Bishop, who described the boat to a 
Yachting Monthly reporter as having ‘a 
pitch pine hull as sound as a bell and as dry 
as a bone.’

Her fourth owner was Ray Davies, who 
rebuilt her in the 1970s, adding seven 
laminated ring frames, new timbers, and 
who also re-fastened her. He now lives in 
Brightlingsea, Essex and is married to Alice, 
daughter of the globally-known sailing 
writer, Bob Fisher, who died this year.

Ray did not finish his Betty II project as his 
father decided to sell his own classic yacht, 
the 26ft Bermudian cutter, Almita, which 
is also still sailing. Ray has now also rebuilt 
a Falmouth workboat, Bluebell, which he 
races locally.

He sold her to another Leigh sailor, Dick 
Johnson, who at the time was Editor of 
Yachting World magazine and later the 
voice of Cowes Week, whose workload 
dictated that he sold her on before getting 
her sailing again.

Her sixth owner was Nick Titshall did 
complete the re-build which included the 
construction of a new centre-board case, 
all the ironwork, and re-decking. While 
Betty II was laid up her lead ballast ‘went 
missing’ so Nick contacted a plumber friend 
who supplied him with lead pipework being 
replaced in old buildings, which Nick then 
melted down into 22 pigs.

After a decade of cruising on the East 
Coast, Nick sold her to headmaster, Ben 
Collins, who had her road-trailered to her 
new home at Keyhaven, Hampshire on 
the Solent. From here Ben cruised her to 
Brittany and the West Country, as well as 
racing in the Solent including 2nd place 
in the Round the Island Race. He had a 
modern diesel engine installed and also 
made her cockpit bigger by cutting 18inches 
of the stern deck away.

By now Betty II had come well onto my 
radar: I spent 15 years trying to buy her. 
Firstly, Nick promised her to me then 
changed his mind – so I bought a Contessa 
32, Minstrel Boy, on the rebound. Next Ben 
promised her to me then also changed his 
mind, causing me to buy another gaffer, 
Wendy May, a 26ft Maurice Griffiths’ 
design built in 1936.
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LOA
25ft, with a 7ft bowsprit, 32ft

Beam
7.9ft

Draught
2ft 8ins with centre-board up

Draught
5ft 9ins with centre-board down

Cutter rig
496 sq ft

Gross tonnage
3.91

Registered tonnage
2.37

Official number
163360

Betty II
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Finally, Ben let me have her four years ago 
and I sailed her back to the Thames Estuary 
in October 2017 with my old Bay of Biscay 
shipmate, John ‘Glum’ Green.

Another old friend and shipmate, Roger 
Cooper, a carpenter-joiner, this year 
replaced the aft deck back to its original 
state.

So now Betty II is not just back home, but 
also back to her original build and ready to 
face her second century.

Note from Dick Beaumont Chairman
of Kraken Yachts:

If you build them well in the first place they’ll 
not only outlast their mortal owners, but 
enable those same mortals to survive all the 
rigours the sea and the weather will throw at 
them. Betty II is a perfect illustration of exactly 
that. Well done old girl.
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Battling
By Michelle Segrest

SEASICKNESS
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Simply put, seasickness is pure misery. 

Until you truly experience it, you can’t 
really say that you know what it feels like. 
You can say you’ve been queasy, or that you 
felt a bit dizzy. But make no mistake—when 
you truly experience seasickness, you’ll 
know it.

If you’ve never been seasick, let me try to 
describe it for you. 

Imagine the worst hangover you’ve ever 
had, combined with the worst possible food 
poisoning. Then throw in a nasty case of 
Type A Flu complete with vomiting, chills, 
cold sweat, dry mouth, and a pounding, 
throbbing headache. 

Then, feeling all of this simultaneously, 
step inside a washing machine and turn 
it on the fast spin cycle. Then, just to get 
the full effect, hop onto the fastest, most 
swirly, most topsy-turvy roller coaster you 
can find. As your insides are spinning with 
the rest of you and you begin to feel the 
contents of your belly rise to your throat, 
strap yourself into the cockpit to be sure 
you don’t fall overboard. More importantly, 
this will prevent you from voluntarily 
throwing yourself overboard because this is 
precisely what you will want to do. 

Charles Darwin once wrote to his father, 
“The misery I endured from sea-sickness 
is far far beyond what I ever guessed at. If it 
was not for sea-sickness, the whole world 
would be sailors.”

For some of us, the wretched phenomenon 
will strike every time we go to sea. At 
some point, you just accept that it’s going 
to happen. It can be minor, or it can be 
severe, but it will affect some of us to some 
degree on every passage. For others, the 
seasickness strikes less frequently. The 
bouts can be shorter and manageable, 
and perhaps they only show up in heavy 
offshore conditions or for other specific 
reasons. 

An experienced captain once told me that 
it’s all about tolerances. For him, he was 
fine until the waves reached three meters, 
then he generally became seasick. But in 
sailing conditions with less than three-
meter waves, he was fine. For me, the 
seasickness hits me once I can no longer 
see land. It generally affects me for the first 
three days of any offshore passage, and 
then I tend to get my sea legs by using some 
natural remedies and mental techniques.

While some sailors only suffer mild 
seasickness and infrequently, for some, 
the debilitating effects can last nonstop for 
several straight days and nights, as it did 
for me while crossing the Bay of Biscay in a 
43-foot steel ketch

About the Author

Michelle Segrest, journalist 
and sailor, has written a 
book about seasickness: 

“How to Battle Seasickness: 
100 Tips to Help You Get 
Your Sea Legs,” available 
digitally or in paperback.  

Michelle was the two Dicks 
guest on the Ocean Sailor 

Podcast episode 9.
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At times, I believe that every sailor experiences 
some level of seasickness—even if they don’t 
suffer as severely as I do. Experience can help. 
Preventive measures can help. There are ways 
to manage the uneasiness and to quell its 
effects. But let’s be clear—there is no sure-fire 
cure.

Seasickness is a fascinating phenomenon. I 
am ultimately intrigued by it when I am not 
experiencing it. Therefore, I have studied 
it deeply and tried almost all the so-called 
cures—chemical, physical, natural, and 
psychological.  

Seasickness, or mal de mer in French, is the 
reaction of your body’s inner ear balance 
system to the ship’s unfamiliar motion. Your 
brain sees things on the ship such as walls and 
furniture and instinctively knows from past 
experience that they should not be moving, 
but you are. Think of it as a battle of the senses. 
Your balance-sensing system (your inner ear, 
eyes, and sensory nerves) senses that your 
body is moving, but the other parts do not. For 
example, if you’re in the cabin of a moving 
vessel, your inner ear may sense the motion 
of waves, but your eyes don’t detect any 
movement. This sensory mismatch confuses 
your brain, and in turn, you feel sick.

According to the Centers for Disease Control, 
nearly 100% of us have—or will—succumb to 
seasickness on rough waters. 

Ancient Greeks referred to it as the “plague 
of the sea.” Even the most seasoned mariners 
can fall prey to seasickness. Producers of the 
popular TV show, Deadliest Catch, revealed 
that even Edgar Hansen of the Northwestern 
and Jonathan Hillstrand of Time Bandit still get 
seasick at the beginning of each season.

Experienced sailors who suffer from the 
phenomenon generally don’t stop cruising. 
Instead, they take precautions to lessen or 
prevent the miserable effects. 

There is no cure for seasickness—except maybe 
sitting under an apple tree. However, here 
are 30 tips that will help you battle your way 
through it:
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Classic Tips

Pharmaceutical Tips

Psychological TipsNatural Tips

Try to stay on deck in the fresh air and 
focus on anything other than the moving 
ship. 

Remember that you need to let your brain 
adjust to this new unstable environment by 
allowing the horizon to act as the true point 
of reference.

If you choose to take seasickness medicine, 
it’s best to take it about two hours before 
departure. Once the seasickness sets in, it’s 
too late.

Try to avoid medicine that will make you 
drowsy if you know you have a shift at the 
helm within 6 hours.

When you begin to feel queasy, stay busy. 
Grab the wheel to feel a sense of control or 
focus on a small task.  

Many professional mariners suggest 
putting an earpiece or earplug in your non-
dominant ear to provide balance. (If you 
are left-handed, place the earpiece in your 
right ear.)

Don’t take any medication or 
pharmaceuticals for seasickness without 
first consulting your doctor.

Scopolamine patches work for some people, 
but not for all. They require a prescription 
and can be expensive. For me, they caused 
severe headaches that were worse than the 
seasickness.

Some antihistamines can help with 
seasickness and motion sickness, but you 
should consult a doctor before taking them.

Some serotonin-based anti-nausea 
drugs have been known to help sufferers 
of motion sickness and seasickness, but 
definitely consult a doctor before using 
them.

Migraine medications have been known to 
help with motion sickness, but please be 
sure to consult a doctor before using them.

Some seizure medications may help with 
seasickness, but you should consult a 
doctor before using them.

Do not stare at objects your brain will 
interpret as stable. Anything that involves 
staring at one point such as reading a book, 
staring at a computer screen, doing detailed 
needlework, or even staring at a compass 
might bring on a bout of seasickness.

Try to relax and not focus on your fears. 
The anxiety of fear can greatly contribute to 
seasickness.

Hold a potato in your left hand or find 
another trick that you can convince yourself 
will work for you. Sometimes mind over 
matter works if you truly believe it.

When you feel the uneasiness set in, try 
to distract yourself with something that 
requires concentration (for example, 
recite the Greek Alphabet, count to 100 in 
German, sing or recite all the lyrics of a 
song, recite dialogue from your favourite 
movie).  Listen to an audible book or music. 
In other words, distract your brain.

Embrace the things you love about being 
on the water and try to focus on the good 
things rather than the queasiness or the 
fear.
Arm yourself with information but try to 
avoid doing too much research about bodies 
of water or conditions that scare you.

Focus on the destination rather than the 
difficulty of the passage. Picture yourself on 
a soothing, relaxing beach (or wherever is 
your happy place). 

Challenge yourself. For example, while 
suffering four straight days and nights of 
seasickness on a Bay of Biscay passage, I 
challenged myself to never miss a shift, no 
matter how badly I felt.

Everyone is different. If you are a sufferer 
of seasickness, use these tips as a guideline 
and then find what works for you.

If possible, lie flat on your back in the cabin 
in the middle of the ship and try to sleep 
(sometimes this is not possible if you are 
sailing with a small crew). Either stand up 
or lie flat on your back when you feel the 
seasickness set in. Don’t sit.

Try to eat, but avoid spicy, acidic, or fatty 
food. Eat bland foods (crackers, bread, 
bananas, rice, plain pasta, applesauce, 
toast, etc.). Avoid dairy, alcohol, and 
anything that may make you feel bad on 
land. If it upsets your tummy on land, it 
will most definitely upset it at sea. Consider 
the reverse tastes of food (for example, an 
apple or banana tastes a lot better coming 
back up than tuna or yoghurt).

Stay hydrated. Hydrate well the day before 
and the morning of departure. This means 
avoiding alcohol and also taking at least a 
few sips of water, even during heavy bouts 
of vomiting. Hydration will also help to 
prevent muscle cramps.

Don’t try to cook in rough conditions. 
Instead, prepare in advance some snacks 
and cold meals and have them available to 
grab and eat quickly in the cockpit.

Prepare a thermos of ginger tea before 
departing and keep it handy in the cockpit 
in case the queasiness sets in. In fact, 
anything with ginger can be very helpful 
for sufferers of seasickness. Try ginger tea, 
powdered ginger capsules, ginger candy, 
ginger snaps, ginger ale, even raw ginger 
between the teeth has a very soothing 
effect. 

Try peppermint to prevent seasickness. 
While sailing, I often would simply dab a 
little mint-flavoured toothpaste on my 
tongue and found it very helpful.

Try devices like wrist bands or sea bands.

Carrot juice, apricot juice, parsley, sage, 
rosemary and many other herbs and plants 
have been known to help with seasickness.
Aromatherapy has been known to help 
people avoid seasickness. Use a fine mist 
sprayer with distilled water, lemon oil, 
cedarwood oil, dill oil, lavender oil and a 
few drops of spearmint. Spray it lightly on 
your face.

If possible, lie in a hammock. This can 
greatly quell the motion.
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THE ISLAND WITH 
A GEORGE CROSS

By Dini Martinez

Malta
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Dini Martinez and her live-aboard family 
give the island a second award as a top 
destination after seven months wintering 
there. She shares her insights, secret 
tips, do’s and don’ts, including a list of 
anchorages and marinas.

Measuring a mere 27 kilometres from east 
to west and 15kms from north to south, 
the three main islands which make up 
the Republic of Malta rank in the top ten 
smallest sovereign states in the world. 
Sailors have used the small archipelago 
strategically for centuries to either find a 
new home or dominate both sides of the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

Malta is the only English speaking economy 
in the Med where prospects of finding work 
did not seem ludicrous. 

A slice of history 

There’s no escaping history anywhere on 
the islands. Whether you stroll through 
ancient Arab-Roman streets, explore the 
oldest prehistoric free-standing temples 
or sail into what must be one of the most 
impressive natural harbours in the world. 

Many cultures left their traces: The 
Phoenicians in the traditionally painted 
fishing boats; Roman, ancient Greek, 

Arab and Norman architecture, customs, 
crops, cuisine and language; the Knights 
of St John in many of the most impressive 
fortifications; and last but not least the 
British who awarded all of the islanders 
the heroic George Cross which still adorns 
the Maltese flag today. It acknowledges 
the Maltese remarkable endurance and 
strength in the face of continuous bombing 
and starvation during World War II.

One of the greatest religious influences 
was when around 60AD St Paul was 
shipwrecked in today’s St Paul’s Bay. The 
legend goes that he converted most of 
the islanders to Catholicism during his 
subsequent stay. 

Until this day, Malta remains staunchly 
Roman Catholic and has one of the highest 
church per inhabitant ratios in the world. 
In 1964, Malta became self-governing for 
the first time since prehistoric history. It 
is a member of the Commonwealth and 
gained full membership to the European 
Union in 2004, welcoming the Euro and 
numerous EU funded development projects.

Culture and customs

When we first arrived, a local neighbouring 
boat with same-aged kids on board, not 
only helped us refuel for half of the price 

than publicly available, but also dropped 
off a massive bag of nappies and kid’s 
clothes. They even drove halfway around 
the island to pick us up and take us to 
the annual bread festival. As a society, 
Maltese are traditional and conservative. 
As such, divorce was only made legal in 
2011 and abortion is still illegal. Family 
values are held in high regard and the sense 
of community is juxtaposed by a lack of 
privacy and a tendency for gossip. Malta’s 
‘degree of separation’ is likely to average 
two: if someone does not know you, they 
are bound to know someone who does.

This still did not help us get our dinghy 
anchor chain and pushbike back, which 
were stolen in Marsamxett Harbour,
so be aware.

In winter, most places beyond the built-up 
Valletta area look like ghost towns. Only 
when spring arrives, tables and chairs 
appear once again along the seafront for 
picnics and dinners of Ftira (traditional 
Maltese flatbread), Pastizzi (popular 
parcels of flaky pastry), Bigilla (bean dip), 
Lampuki (local dolphin fish) and Fenek 
(rabbit) in all its variation.

The blue hole next to the Azure 
window which unfortunately 
collapsed in 2017.
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Sailing in Malta
With 75 nautical miles of coastline, you can 
easily circumnavigate the islands in a week, 
day-hopping from one anchorage to the 
next. There is a small charter industry that 
rents skippered or bareboats. If you want to 
take in more of the rich culture and history 
on land, it might be worth arriving early 
or adding on a week of land holiday after 
your sail. Let’s look at all the safe harbours, 
starting at the Grand Harbour in the capital 
of Valetta on the southeast corner of the 
main island. Use the map to the left for 
reference. Malta has three large natural 
harbours on its main island, all of which 

offer only a handful of anchoring spots 
each. The first two are a miniature version 
of Sydney Harbour and Pittwater and the 
most likely place to start your cruise.

Grand Harbour
The Grand Harbour, located on the eastern 
side of the capital city of Valletta, has been 
a harbour since Roman times. It has several 
marinas, extensive docks and wharves, as 
well as a cruise liner and ferry terminal 
where connections to Sicily arrive daily 
apart from January. The only anchoring 
spots available are in Rinella Creek, straight 
to port after the breakwaters.

Marsamxett Harbour
Marsamxett Harbour, located on the 
western side of Valletta, accommodates a 
number of yacht marinas. The mere handful 
of anchoring spots lie between Msida Yacht 
Marina and the entrance to Lazaretto Creek. 
At the time of writing, there was also a 
rusty three-mast buoy-minder
anchored in Sliema Creek to which 
visiting yachts often tied up. This spot is 
conveniently close to shops and restaurants 
along fashionable Sliema and St Julien’s, 
but too full of moorings and dayboats 
to anchor here. Both Grand Harbour 
and Marsamxett are vulnerable to north 
easterlies.

Marsamxett Harbour

Grand Harbour
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St. Paul’s Bay 
One of the largest bays on the island, 
it looks quite tempting on the chart. In 
reality, it is filled with mooring buoys and 
thus close to unnavigable much beyond 
Mistral Bay to the northwest. The latter 
provides a few nice anchoring spots 
on rocky ground at its entrance. Great 
swimming, green views and stunning 
nature walks. With the exception of winter 
gales, north easterlies and occasional 
gusts out of the bay on windy days, this is 
a pleasant overnight spot within a couple 
of hours sail from Valetta. For longer 
summer stays, moorings in St Paul’s Bay 
can be rented. The jetty in St Paul’s to the 
southeast does not provide a reliable depth 
of more than a metre. It is here and in 
adjoining overdeveloped tourist paradise 
Bugibba, that shops and restaurants can be 
found.

Mellieha Bay
Just around the headland lies Mellieha Bay. 
Its north is dominated by Marfa Ridge’s 
barren land with splendid nature walks. In 
the south, the quaint village of Mellieha 
has sprawled down the slopes to the 
waterfront, lined by large hotel complexes, 
restaurants and bars. At the head of the 
bay, Maltese’s favourite sandy beach gets 
packed with tourists and ice cream vendors 
from June to September. Anchoring in four 
to eight metres of sandy bottom is possible 
throughout most of the bay during the 
prevailing north westerlies. However, care 
needs to be taken of the just submerged 
marked Mellieha Rock right in the middle 
of the bay and there are often potentially 
violent gusts off the northern peninsula.

Northern Bays
On the north side of the Marfa Peninsula, 
looking over to Gozo, a few anchorages, 
including Paradise Bay and Anchor Bay 
invite with pretty beaches and attractive 
scenery on calmer days or light easterlies. 
None of these grant protection when the 
prevailing north westerlies are blowing. 
Most boats coming through go straight 
for the renowned Blue Lagoon off Comino 
Island.
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Blue Lagoon
The emerald crystal colour of the sea gives 
this snorkel and diving paradise its name 
and a substantial part of the bay is reserved 
for swimmers. Anchoring is allowed north 
of the bay in around five metres. Ideal for 
an overnight stay promising a wonderful 
snorkel in the first rays of the sun in the 
morning before the tourist masses flow in. 
Many people find this to be a highlight of 
their Malta sailing holiday.

Gozo’s Fungus Rock
An hour’s sail from Comino, Fungus Rock 
is another highlight situated next to the 
legendary Azure Window, a remarkable 
natural rock formation which was shaped 
by wind and sea and one of the best dive 
spots in the Med. Unfortunately years of 
erosion took its toll and the Azure window 
collapsed in 2017. In the bay, east of 
Fungus Rock, named after a mushroom 
with outstanding medicinal properties, 
a boater’s haven awaits with a high rock 
formation enclosure and sea depth of no 
less than five metres. It is protected from 
most winds and the rocky seabed provides 
effluent marine life.

Gozo’s North
Marsalform is a village and bay where 
Gozitans crowd up to swim and sunbathe 
on the rocks during the warmer months. It 
is the place to stop for lunch in one of the 
numerous cafes and restaurants lining the 
seafront. If greenery and sandy beaches 
are more your thing, sail on for a few more 
minutes until you get to Ramla Beach or 
picturesque San Blas. Both are open to the 
prevailing north westerlies, but also can get 
you the perfect holiday picture moment.

Blue lagoon on the island of Comino

Dwejra bay with Fungus Rock, Gozo
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Western Bays
Heading back to Malta mainland, the 
northwest is home to our favourite beach-
trio: Golden Bay off the Radisson Resort 
where diving and horse riding can be 
arranged and with the most family friendly 
and tasteful Café right on the beach; 
Tuffieha only accessible via a set of 186 
stairs, thus less crowded even during the 
busy summer months; and Gnejna Bay, 
lined by what looks like shanty towns but 
really are Maltese summer houses carved 
into the cooling sandstone rocks. This side 
of the island is much less developed than 
the bays in the northwest but is open to the 
prevailing north westerlies.

Marsaxlokk Harbour
A circumnavigation’s longest inevitable 
non-stop sail of 17 nautical miles takes 
you past scenic Dingli Cliffs to Malta’s 
third natural harbour. The resort town of 
Birzebbuga at the head of the west basin 
has a few anchorages but is dominated by 
big tankers and Ro-Ros of Malta’s main 
cargo terminal. Much nicer is anchoring 
in two to five metres depth closer to 
the island’s main fishing port and town 
to the northeast. Only spoiled by the 
power station, this is the closest spot to 
Marsaxlokk’s popular Sunday markets 
and a sumptuous seafront seafood lunch. 
Care needs to be taken due to many laid 
moorings. Depth becomes shallow quite 
quickly into the bay which is open to the 
southeast. Swimming is not too enticing.

St Peter’s Pool
Around the headland, one finds a lovely 
secluded bay with high rock formations of 
the lovely yellow Maltese limestone. Five-
metre depths are perfect for a chill-out 
and swim at what is probably the nicest 
beach in the island’s south. Valletta lies an 
approximate two-hour sail away. 

Traditional fishing boats in the 
Village of Marsaxlokk
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Navigational Dangers
Between Sicily, Malta and Tunisia, there is 
an increasing danger of small unlit crafts 
carrying passengers and also related Navy 
patrols. We sailed the 60 nautical miles 
from Sicily through a moonless October 
night. It was a pleasant sail apart from an 
unidentified medium-sized motorboat 
approaching us about 20 miles south 
of Sicily. It came within two metres of 
our stern, almost blinded us with its 
powerful spotlight for a minute or two, 
did not respond to our radio request for 
identification and then disappeared as 
mind-blowingly fast and mysteriously as 
it had appeared in the first place. We have 
never been able to find out who this was. 
More trivial, but care needs to be taken 
nevertheless, are the countless fish farms 
around Malta. They are often moved, 
charted positions should not be relied on to 
avoid them. The good news is that most are 
marked and lit.

Weather Patterns
Overall northwest winds dominate. In 
winter these so-called Majjistrals occur 
almost weekly, reaching 45 knots and 
more. The occasional north easterlies are 
worst for the three large natural harbours 
which are all open to it. In spring and 
autumn, the Sirocco from the south blows 
frequently, bringing with it sand from the 
Sahara desert, often causing eye and sinus 
issues and at times reducing visibility quite 
remarkably. In summer, a sea breeze from 
the northwest with 20 to 25 knot winds 
prevails. At times it can continue through 
the night if pressure differences between 
the two large landmasses of Tunisia and 
Sicily are high. Winter temperatures are 
relatively mild, rarely dropping below 10°C. 
Summer temperatures can reach up to

Wintering in Malta
Its climate, central location, flight 
connections with many European and other 
hubs, decent repair facilities, intriguing 
history and English as an official language 
make Malta a pleasant wintering spot. 
Anchoring is not possible, however, due to 
regular Mediterranean winter storms. If 
long-term planning is not your thing, the 
key is to join the queue for a berth in late 
autumn and wait for ‘Round the worlders’ 
and the Middle Sea Race visitors to leave 
in November. Eventually, they do and then 
marina spots become available at half of 
the soaring summer rates. Kalkara marina 
tends to have berths available, even last 
minute and without reservation, but surge 
makes it uncomfortable. Msida Yacht 
Marina offers by far the best protection. 
Manoel Island Marina, next to the yard 
with the same name, is closest to shops and 
bars but can be exposed to surge. Grand 
Harbour is by far the most expensive and 
quite isolated from both Valletta’s historic 
and administrative centres and Sliema’s 
and surroundings entertainment and 
chandleries. All marinas in Malta have laid 
moorings and are open to, but do not really 
cater for liveaboards. As such, the distance 
to and state of shower facilities can be less 
than satisfying. Moreover, a common space 
for cruisers to gather is unheard of, laundry 
services absurdly expensive and the only 
DYS laundrette on the island in Sliema 
is miles away from all but glamorous 
Portomaso Marina. We were one of less 
than a handful of long-term cruisers who 
spent last winter in Malta. Most others 
chose Marina di Ragusa in Sicily due to 
more competitive prices and efforts to 
make the liveaboard wintering experience 
as enjoyable as possible. If you are in need 
of more extensive boat repairs, it might 
be worthwhile considering Tunisia where 

haul-out, fuel, marina and labour costs are 
cheaper. In fact, despite the added language 
barrier, Malta has been losing increasing 
numbers of European yachts who prefer to 
put their boat up in Africa over winter as 
facilities there continue to improve. Others 
opt for Tunisia to reset their 90-day visa 
for Europe.

Entry Formalities
Australians do not require a visa for the 
Schengen zone but are only allowed to 
spend a maximum of 90 within 180 days. 
Being part of the EU, custom declarations 
are not necessary for Malta if sailing 
in from another EU member state. On 
approach, you are required to contact 
Valetta Port Control on VHF Channel 12. You 
will most likely be told to directly contact 
the marina where you have reserved a 
berth.

Our arrival
The journey across the strait from Sicily 
was busy with expected tanker traffic in 
the narrowest stretch of the Med. We sailed 
into Marsamxett Harbour as the sun rose. 
Valetta’s impressive walls even left our 
toddlers speechless. It felt like a sail back 
into history with the immense fortifications 
and us shaping the backdrop for Brad Pitt’s 
Troy movie (which, by the way, was filmed 
at the entrance to Valletta Harbour). Across 
the creek expanded Sliema’s promenade 
with runners, tourist boats and hustle-
bustle business, somehow reminded us of a 
busy summer morning on Sydney’s Bondi. 

The fortifications of Valletta

40°C.
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Do’s and Don’ts
To make your stay in this unique spot of 
civilisation more enjoyable try and follow 
these helpful tips.

• Do buy fresh produce from the local 
food trucks found on every second street 
corner.

• Do scout around patiently for 
provisioning needs. Eventually, you will 
find everything you could desire from 
supermarkets, health food stores, Asian 
markets and fresh produce markets.

• Do check out the Grasshopper in 
Gzira and the Mint Café in St Julian’s 
for vegetarian dishes, raw food and 
healthy treats. Both work with love, 
sustainability and consciousness.

• Do eat out, prices are reasonable.
• Do rent a car, rental prices are 

reasonable, except for the summer 
months in tourist areas. Get a 
secondhand car if you are spending the 
winter here. You’ll see and experience 
much more of the island.

• Do go for a snorkel or dive, it is likely to 
be amongst your best in the Med.

• Don’t expect fresh, local seafood. Apart 
from Lampuki (dolphin fish), tuna and 
swordfish during their respective season, 
most is imported.

• Don’t be on a timer when using public 
transport, especially in summer when 
the population almost triples.

• Don’t leave belongings unlocked.
• Don’t cycle, on most Maltese roads 

there is a state of anarchy with traffic 
accidents common.

• Don’t expect boat repairs to happen 
quickly. The few decent boating 
professionals take months to get back to 
you, if at all.

Things to do on land 

The magic and magnificence of Valletta, 
Vittoriosa, Mdina and Rabat never tired us 
throughout a whole winter with both above 
and underground well-preserved historic 
relics. Other cultural highlights included 
visits to any of the local bread, strawberry, 
Nutella and other festivals. Maltese love 
fireworks, loud music and karaoke. 

Off the beaten track, we also loved visiting 
Villa Bologn (get in through the pottery 
door) with its organic gardens and 
wholesome grandma’s kitchen café; and the 
surrounding royal gardens in Attard. For 
nature enthusiasts, Dingli Cliffs (including 
an isolated panoramic café with local 
delicacies) to the south, Marfa Peninsula 

and Mistral Bay to the north and Gozo’s 
famous Dwjra coastline all invite for awe-
inspiring walks. More of a secret hideaway, 
the Creativity Vortex near Zebbieh was one 
of our personal favourites. Tucked away 
past Mosta’s impressive Dome, younger 
generations of creative Maltese together 
with ecologically conscious ex-pats have 
created a stress-free communal zone here. 
It is open for everyone to chill out, dig 
in a local veggie patch, take up painting, 
start a music jam, gong-heal in the tippie, 
chase kids through a treehouse or make 
wholesome pizza to share in the home-
made outdoor stone oven. 

In summary, despite a mere land mass 
of 316kmÇ, there is plenty to see and do 
for the active and the chilled-out; culture 
lovers and nature enthusiasts; sailors 
and land-lubbers alike. If Poseidon is 
sympathetic, it can be a little sailing 
paradise. 

Regardless, Malta is utterly unique in 
culture, history and the psyche of its people 
which is likely to continuously surprise, 
fascinate and intrigue.

The pretty narrow streets of Valletta
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Area: 316kmÇ made up of three main 
islands: the largest, Malta, is the economic 
and administrative centre. Gozo is smaller, 
more tranquil and beautiful. Tiny Comino 
lies between the other two only occupied by 
one hotel complex.

Coastline: 75nm.

Population: 450,000 (plus well over a 
million tourists every summer).

Government: Parliamentary republic.

Currency: Euro.

Capital: Valletta.

Time zone: UT+1 DST Apr-Sep.

Language: Maltese and English (official); 
Italian is quite widely spoken.

Ethnic groups: Mixture of Arab, Sicilian, 
Italian, Norman, Spanish and English.

Religion: 98% Catholic.

Economy: Tourism, e-gaming, financial 
services, movie and maritime industry, 
plus some manufacturing. Over 80% of 
agricultural goods are imported. Foreign 
companies are attracted by taxes as low as 
5%. Wages are also considerably lower than 
in other European countries.

Transport: Traffic drives on the left like in 
Australia, but road rules are rarely adhered 
to. Europe’s fourth-highest car density 
with constant traffic jams, particularly in 
the more densely populated eastern part of 
Malta. No trains and the public bus system 
was taken over by a Spanish company in 
early 2015 to try and improve its quality and 
service.

Geography: Sandstone, cliffs, arid land, 
some sandy and many rocky beaches; no 
rivers, woodland, forests or mountains; less 
than 40% arable land.

Malta in a nutshell
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Cantonese 
Lobster

In The Galley

By Dick Beaumont
& Jimmy Yeung
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Cantonese 
Lobster
I’m going to make the claim that this 
method of cooking lobster is the best you’ll 
ever taste. It comes courtesy of Jimmy 
Yeung of The Pearl Dragon, in Southend, 
Essex, UK who taught me this recipe more 
than 30 years ago.

Dispatch the lobster by inserting a pointed sharp knife right through the 
carapace at the ‘+’.Fig 1. After you have dispatched your lobster, the first step is 
to thoroughly clean the lobster using a scrubbing brush and knife to remove all 
detritus, including any barnacles, then twist off the tail and pull off the claws 
and put to one side.

1x large lobster 6 lb (3kg)+. We used two 
in the dish prepared, but the quantity is 
according to appetite.

5 x pints (3lts) cornflower oil

1 x pint (500ml) of lobster stock

2 x heads fresh garlic

½ x cup of fresh green stem ginger

1 x cup of potato starch or cornflower

2 x tablespoons oyster sauce

2 x tablespoons light soy sauce

1x tablespoon Shaoshing wine 

1x tablespoon of fish sauce

1x fresh lemon

1x bunch spring onions 

2x bay leaves 

Split the remaining lobster 
shell in half and add to a 
saucepan just covering the 
shell and pieces with water. 

Add a teaspoon of salt and the 
two bay leaves. 

Bring to the boil and then 
turn down to simmer for 30 
minutes.

Strain off the stock and put it 
to one side in a jug or bowl.

Having lived in Hong Kong for 5 years and 
traded in China, and most of the Orient, for 
more than 40 years, I think I am qualified 
to say that in my opinion The Pearl Dragon 
is in fact the world’s number one Chinese 
restaurant and this is Jimmy’s best dish.

www.pearldragon.co.uk 

Ingredients

Lobster 
Stock

1

Insert blade
here

T
he C

ross
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Heat the cooking oil in a large deep cooking pot 
at high heat. Wait until it’s at high heat ready 
for deep frying then add all the lobster pieces.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Whilst the stock is simmering, divide the claws 
into sections at the joints and break the shell 
with a hammer.

Divide the tail section into sections at each 
hinge joint by hammering through the shell 
with a cleaver or large knife.

Put all the pieces into a large bowl and shake 
over the potato starch covering each piece of 
lobster shell lightly. 

Turn with your hands to distribute the potato 
starch over the lobster pieces.

Fry for 5 mins making sure the potato starch 
isn’t browning. Remove the lobster to cool.

Medium chop the garlic and coarsely chop the 
ginger and put it to one side.
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9 12

10 13

11

Now in a wok or deep large pan add a ladle of the deep-
frying oil and add the chopped garlic on medium heat for 
2 or 3 minutes. Don’t allow to brown before adding the 
chopped ginger, fry both off together for 2 or 3 mins, reduce 
the heat and again don’t allow them to brown.

When boiling add all the lobster pieces and stir 
continuously at high heat. The dish is almost ready when it 
all goes sticky and gloopy. 

Now enjoy!

Add the stock, soy sauce, oyster sauce, fish sauce and 
Shaoshing wine and squeeze the lemon into the mixture. 
Stir vigorously and bring back to the boil.

Add the spring onions thinly sliced longways, stir for one 
minute and move it all to a deep serving bowl.

You will need to use your hands unless you’re very 
good with chopsticks. The sticky sauce on the shell 
pieces is the real treasure.

Serve with steamed white rice and stir-fried vegetables; bok 
choy, choi sum or long stem broccoli.
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This months recommended reading from the Editor

By Scott Bannerot & Wendy Bannerot

By Michael Green

Following my article Fishing Under Sail in last month’s mag, I want to 
thoroughly recommend this excellent book which covers everything 
any would be yachting fishermen needs to know about catching, 
landing, locating, identifying and cleaning fish.

As always, The Cruiser’s Handbook of Fishing is available on Amazon.

Following the success of his best-seller, The Art of Coarse Rugby, 
newspaperman, Michael Green, turned his ironic gaze to sailing and 
produced a timeless classic of humour in the vein of Three Men in a 
Boat.

He used a DIY sundial – two nails hammered into the deck – to cross 
the then Zuider Zee in Holland, grounded on the Isle of Wight while 
steering for France, and peppered the Norfolk Broads with hangover-
induced groundings, collisions, and fires.

His self-styled Beaufort Scale gives you a taste of his comic genius:
‘1. Light air, Coarse yachtsman hoist sail, the wind instantly drops. 
2-3. Wet fingers feel cold. 4. Moderate Breeze, Coarse boats lose 
mainsheet through block and have to go aground to recover it. 5. Beer 
froth blows off….’

Genuinely made me laugh, but also blush as I recognised my own 
calamities.

As always, The Art of Course Sailing is available on Amazon.

Mariner’s Library

The Cruiser’s 
Handbook of Fishing

The Art of 
Coarse Sailing

Mariner’s Library | July 2021Page 43



Although many sailors nowadays simply 
weld together the polyester cut ends of a 
mooring or fender line, nothing looks more 
professional than a crown or back splice 
to stop the ends of the lines from fraying. 
Once you have the hang of it, it only takes a 
few minutes to make the best of finishing 
touches to these lines.

It’s common nowadays to use sheaved 
ropes for mooring and fender lines but 
three strand polyester or nylon is much 
better. They can easily be eye spiced onto 
fenders and crown spliced at the bitter end 
to finish them off and if one part of the 
line is wearing it can be shorted or cut and 
respliced very simply.

Note: Try to use floating nylon mooring lines 
where possible, they are much more elastic 
than polyester and don’t drop to the seabed and 
snag up on rocks or coral.  

Knot/Splice
of the month

Crown Splice

1 2 3

Knot/splice of the month | Crown SplicePage 44



Dropping Anchor | Readers Favourite Anchorages

Showcasing your favourite anchorages.
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From John, Ocean Sailor reader from the United States

The sailing around the New England coastline 
offers a great experience to cruisers. South 
of the Cape Cod Canal at the very tip of the 
Elizabeth Islands is Cuttyhunk Harbor. 
Cuttyhunk is the only inhabited island in the 
Elizabeth Islands chain with only 10 year-round 
residents. In the summer months, this number 

increases, as it is a popular place of outstanding 
natural beauty to escape to. Any easy day’s 
sail from busy Martha’s Vineyard or Newport, 
Cuttyhunk is a quiet world apart. In season, 
there is a small food shack on the dock that 
sells fresh caught tasty seafood. 

A dredged channel allows access to the harbour. 
Only moorings are available in the harbour 
and if you don’t want to pay for a mooring in 
the fully protected harbour, people anchor just 
outside when the weather is favourable.

Location Cuttyhunk, Elizabeth Islands, Massachusetts, USA     Coordinates 41°25.53’N 70°55.60’W
Seabed Mix of mud and sand in 3-5 meters of water

Protection Weather favourable anchorage from prevailing west and southwest winds

Cuttyhunk
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From Ümit Özkan, Ocean Sailor reader from Turkey

There is no shortage of excellent safe 
anchorages down the Turkish coast but 
Arap Adası is my favourite. Located between 
Bozukkale and Marmaris, this small island 
surrounded by turquoise blue water has a max 
depth of 16 meters and provides a great shelter 
from the meltemi wind and swell.

I generally anchor facing the mainland with 
long lines to the island to get the evening 
breeze over the bow. The crystal clear water 

is cooled down with fresh water entering the 
bay making it a great swim on the hot summer 
days. The beautiful bay is protected by an island 
with 2 entrances (north and south) and the 
average depth is about 12 meters. 

It is believed that it was used as a stop from 
boats coming from Rhodes to the south. A few 
columns have been spotted underwater. This 

combined with the excellent visibility makes 
it a good place to don your diving gear and 
explore.

It is commonly used as a day stop for tourist 
boats and sailing yachts, but rarely used in 
the evening since it doesn’t have a restaurant. 
There is also a very pretty beach but you might 
have to share it with some local goats.

Location Arap Adası, Muğla, Turkey     Coordinates 36°39.101’N 28°8.69’E     Seabed Good holding in sand
Protection Well protected apart from southerly winds

Arap Adası
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From Dick Beaumont, Chairman and Founder of Kraken Yachts

This Anchorage was the last stop on a 13,000nm 
voyage from New Zealand to Hong Kong.

In searching for a good last stop on our last leg 
from Palau, I had found this perfect looking 
bay. It was at the right distance to arrive 
there late evening, intending to depart the 
following morning, but as I zoomed in I saw 4 
wreck icons marked on the chart. As readers 
may know diving, especially wreck diving, is 
another passion of mine.

After some intense online research, to my 
amazement, it seemed the 4 wrecks were those 
of four battleships of the Imperial Japanese 
fleet sunk there in WWII. All the wrecks were 
at a diveable depth and my crew and I became 
very excited at the prospect of diving these 
virtually unknown wrecks.

After obtaining permission to dive the wrecks 
from the village Barangay Captain (Head Man) 
we prepared to dive with great anticipation. 

When we had arrived in the anchorage the 
previous afternoon there had been a local 
panga anchored over the wreck location, but 
now we had the dive site to ourselves.
We were so excited at the prospect of diving the 
potentially un-dived wreck we drew straws for 
who would go first. I was first down, but as I 
dropped down through the clear waters of the 
bay I couldn’t quite work out what I was seeing, 
as all that I could see that was left of the huge 
battleship was a 100ft long prop shaft tube 
and 10’-12 feet of curving steel hull maybe 50 
feet long! The area around the site was littered 
with 8”x 3”x1” steel bars along with dozens of 
broken hacksaw blades?!?

The Barangay Captain told us they had been 
cutting up the battleship using Hookah gear 
and hand hacksaws for 25 years for scrap metal!

Many of the divers had been crippled by 
decompression sickness (the bends) and they 
had eradicated what would have undoubtedly 
been one of the world’s greatest dive sites and 
tourist resources for a few pesos of scrap steel 
and brass.

There was nothing left at all of the other three 
smaller wrecks which were in shallower water. 

Location Mambit Cove, Camiguin Island, Batanes Islands, North Philippines     Coordinates 18°54.34’N 121°51.66’E     
Seabed Fine sand, good holding     Protection Protected completely from the prevailing southeast winds and even if the 

winds swung from the west or north full shelter was available behind Pamoctan Island.

Disappointment Cove
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